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 The movie is produced by Azhar Usmani and directed by Maneesh Sharma, Anjum Jaipuria. Hrithik Roshan began his acting
career with this movie. The film was remade in Tamil as Akkado Naan Pesun following a controversial incident during the

shoot. Plot Raju and Madhav are best friends. They live together with their parents and younger brother and help them out in
every little thing. Raju is one of the most popular persons in college. They spend their vacations in the forests of the Himalayas,
where Raju gets to know about the life of a maharaj, his wife and family. This new experience fills him with an urge to make

the family happy by accomplishing something important. Things go on the same way as they do in college but things don't seem
to be going on the same pace as usual. Raju gets to know that Madhav is secretly in love with a girl named Shobha. He gives his
best friend the task of asking her to come to their cabin but fails miserably. Raju also meets Shobha, who is the same age as him

and he feels about her more. He finds out that Madhav's heart is still in love with her and feels dejected. His friend plans to
confess his feelings to her and successfully does it, but she rebuffs him. Finally, he gets the courage to ask Shobha out and a
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romantic walk on the beach followed by a kiss marks the beginning of a new chapter in their lives. The story ends on a happy
note where the friends promise to meet each other every month on the last day of vacations. Cast Hrithik Roshan as Raju (Raju

Mittal) Ameesha Patel as Shobha Gupta (Shobha) Kiran Kumar as Madhav (Madhav Mittal) Nishigandha Wad as Lata (Lata
Mittal) Mukesh Tiwari as Abhay Singh Dungar (Abhay Dungar) Om Puri as Pappu Mittal Arif Zakaria as Bhim (Bhim Mittal)

Kunal Kapoor as Nishak Mithaiwala (Mr. Mithaiwala) Nana Patekar as Kamal Dungar Govind Namde 82157476af
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